
For Special Cleaning of the JOEmo Mug Top  
 
JOEmo does allow special cleaning of the drink top. These directions explain something 
that is easy once you do it a few times. Read and follow the simple steps, it actually is 
easier than it is described (like most directions).  
 
Warning: someone that never reads or follows directions wrote this (like most directions). 
To avoid all of this, do not go any further and just rinse out JOEmo top in very hot soapy 
water.   
 
To Disassemble Top: 
 
1.Take the drink top off and place in your hand, push the button to the open position.   
2.  Push the very bottom of the drink valve with the palm of your hand upward; the push 
plate on the top will disengage with a snap.  
3. At this condition hand cleaning of all top components can be done.  
 
CAUTION: the button may represent a choking hazard. 
 
Special Note:  Dishwashing is not recommended as some dishwashers have 
temperatures that will distort and ruin any polypropylene components (over 248 F) . If 
you must do at your risk, only use the very top shelf and ONLY dish/wash the larger 
disassembled part. If you ruin your top in your dishwasher or lose the button you can buy 
a new top at www.highwave.com. 
 
To Reassemble Top: 
 
4. Put the button back in the top plate and hold with plate upside down so the button 
does not fall out, take a breath. 
5. Now turn the larger drink top upside down also and locate and easily place the  
button / plate assembly in the top while it’s upside down, you can do this!  
6. Turn it all back over all together, the internal gears must line up properly and half or 
most of the time they will naturally.   
7. If the plate and button are now generally flat at the same level ONLY, push down on 
the push plate firmly with both thumbs and the assembly may snap together (it it does 
not, don’t panic or cuss, rotate upside down and try again), if the button is much lower, 
do not try to assemble, turn over and rotate and re-try. Test by pushing the button, if OK 
you are done, have coffee go back to work or play. 
 

There is also a step further that you can take to make sure it is really cleaned: 

 

After taking the button and black ring off, you’ll see a white plastic part that goes under 

the button.  

Press and hold that down. As you are pressing, you will see that the bottom black plastic 

disk lifts from the bottom of the lid.  

Grab the disk and pull. This will disassemble the black plastic disk, the white plastic part 

as well as a spring.  
 
 
 

http://www.highwave.com/


After you get it I am sure you will agree it is much easier than described or climbing 
Everest or swimming the English Channel and you will have a super clean JOEmo top 
and feel like a mechanical genius…have a great day! 
  
  
 
  
 
 

 

  


